
repeat, that as things stand today it is not possible. But if, out of the 
elements of the situation with which we are dealing, if using the Brussels 
Treaty as a nucleus, it is possible to find in this new pattern a continuing hope 
of unity among the countries of Europe that are represented here, and if the 
hopes that were tied into the European Defence Community Treaty can 
reasonably be transferred into the arrangements which will be the outgrowth 
of this meeting, then I would certainly be disposed to recommend to the 
President that he should renew a pledge comparable to that which was offered 
in connection with the European Defence Commtmity Treaty. 

Obviously the context of the pledge would have to be changed, because 
in the form which was given it related distinctively to the European Defence 
Community Treaty. Just what re-phrasing would be required to give it the 
"new look" that would be appropriate to the new situation, that is a matter 
which I have not studied, and which could not usefully be studied until we 
know whether or not a promise of genuine and durable unity will come out 
of the deliberations of this gathering and those which may succeed it. 

That, Mr. Chairman, is as clear a statement as I can make today of the 
position of my Government in relation to this matter. We are extremely 
amdous to contribute all that we can from a material and constitutional 
standpoint to promote the kind of unification which will above all end a 
situation which has led to recurrent wars which have weakened and drained 
the Western nations so that our whole Western civilization is in jeopardy as 
never before in a thousand years. In reason you can count on us. I think 
that what we have done since the end of the war in terms of economic con-
tribution, military contributions, the willingness to contribute our best and 
ablest brains in terms of both military and economic matters, all of that I 
think is a proof which cannot be challenged as to what our disposition is in 
this matter. You can be confident that that disposition will be reflected by 
genuine support to the extent that is appropriate if there is, on this side, the 
movement toward unity,  if  there is a beacon light still ahead, if we do not 
feel that we have come to a watershed 3,vhere efforts toward unity finally are 
ended and we are going down on the other side into the abyss of continuing 
disunity. 

I do not think that is going to happen. I know it is within our power 
here to be sure that it does not happen. If it does not happen, then you can 
count on the United States acting in support of what the Europen countries 
do. I believe that you will find that the American flag, with all it symbolizes, 
will continue to fly alongside of your own here in Europe. 
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